INERTIAL SUBALGEBRAS OF ALGEBRAS OVER
COMMUTATIVE RINGS(1)
BY

EDWARD C. INGRAHAM

Introduction. The classical Wedderburn Principal Theorem states that
if a finite-dimensional algebra A over a field has the property that A modulo
its Jacobson radical N is separable, then A contains a subalgebra £ with S + N = A

and S n N = (0). In [2], M. Auslander and O. Goldman developed the theory
of separable algebras over an arbitrary commutative ring. This concept of separability prompts one to ask to what degree the Wedderburn Principal Theorem
can be generalized to algebras over a commutative ring. This paper is concerned
with the following questions which bear directly on this problem.
(1) Let A be a finitely generated R-algebra, where R is a commutative ring.
Under what circumstances does A contain an R-separable subalgebra S such
that S + N —AI We call such a subalgebra an inertial subalgebra of A.
(2) Which commutative rings R have the property that every finitely generated
R-algebra A such that A/tad(A) is separable over R contains an inertial subalgebra? We call such a commutative ring an inertial coefficient ring.
We say that the uniqueness statement holds for an inertial coefficient ring R
if, whenever «Sand 5" are inertial subalgebras of a finitely generated R-algebra A,
there exists an element n in the radical of A such that (1 — n)S(l — n)_1 = S'.
In this setting the Wedderburn Principal Theorem along with Malcev's uniqueness
assertion state that every field is an inertial coefficient ring for which the uniqueness statement holds.
§1 contains preliminaries. In §2, we first investigate some properties of inertial
subalgebras. Then necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for the
existence of an inertial subalgebra in a finitely generated, faithful, commutative R-algebra A having a finite group G of automorphisms such that
Aa = {a e A | a(a) = a, W e G} = R, where R is a commutative ring containing
no idempotents but 0 and 1. §3 is devoted to the second of the above questions,
beginning with a discussion of some formal properties of inertial coefficient
rings. Azumaya has proved in [3] that every Hensel ring is an inertial coefficient
ring for which the uniqueness statement holds. We give the following partial
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converse: Let R be a noetherian, semilocal ring such that either (i) all residue
class fields of R are perfect, or (ii) R is an integrally closed integral domain. Then,
if R is an inertial coefficient ring, R is a finite direct sum of Hensel rings. Finally,
it is proved that a Dedekind domain R is an inertial coefficient ring for which
the uniqueness statement holds if and only if either R has zero radical or R is a
Hensel ring.
1. Preliminaries. All rings, unless specifically stated, are assumed to have
an identity and subrings are assumed to contain this identity. Also, all ring homomorphisms carry the identity onto the identity. Throughout this paper R denotes
a commutative ring and A denotes an R-algebra; that is, A is a ring along with
a ring homomorphism 0 of R into the center of A. The image of R under 0 is
denoted by R ■1 (or simply by R when 0 is a monomorphism). N always denotes
the Jacobson radical of A. By a finitely generated or projective /i-algebra, we
mean an algebra which is finitely generated or projective as an R-module. Finally,
a connected ring is a commutative ring containing no idempotents other than

0 and 1.
An enormously useful result which we will employ repeatedly is the so-called
Generalized Nakayama Lemma [13, Lemma 2, p. 215]:
(*) If R is a commutative ring and U is a finitely generated R-module, an ideal
a of R has the property that a • U = U if and only if annihK(U) + a = R, where

annihj,(l/) - {reR | r • U - (0)}.
An .R-algebra A is called separable over R (or R-separable) [2, p. 369] if A
is projective over its enveloping algebra A®RA°. When R is a field, this definition is equivalent to finite dimensionality and separability in the classical sense.
If a is an ideal of R such that a £ kernel 9, that is, a ■1 = (0), then A is naturally
an R/a-algebra and the definition of the tensor product implies that A is separable as an R-algebra if and only if A is separable as an R/a-algebra. We shall
make this shift of coefficient rings frequently without further comment.
The following lemma relates the radical of an R-algebra to the radical and

maximal ideals of R.

Lemma 1.1. Let A be a finitely generated R-algebra

and

denote the intersection of the mA as m runs over all maximal

let P)(itl4)

ideals of R.

(a) rad(R)-/lçJV.
(b)

There exists a positive integer

n such that ./V"^ p}(m.4).

(c) If A is projective, rad(R) • A = f] (mA).
(d) If A is separable, N=Ç>\(mA).
Proof, (a) Obviously rad(R) ■A <=f)(mA).

Suppose (~](mA)^N.

Then

there exists a maximal left ideal M of A with mA + M = A, or, equivalently,
m(A¡M) = A/M, for every maximal ideal m of R. It follows from (*) that M = A,
a contradiction.
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(b) Suppose A is generated as an R-module by ^ n elements. Then, for any
maximal ideal m of R, A/mA is an algebra of dimension g n over the field R/m.

Hence [tad(AlmA)J = (0). Because (N + mA)lmA s tad(AlmA), it follows that
N"çmA.
Since n is independent of m, we conclude that N"^f>\(mA).
(c) If A is R-free, it is clear that tad(R)-A=
Ç~)(mA). The assertion now
follows for projective modules from the fact that every projective is a direct summand of a free.
(d) Every ring homomorphic image of a separable algebra is separable [2,
Proposition 1.4, p. 370]. Hence A/mA is R/m-separable for every maximal ideal
m of R. Since separability over a field implies Jacobson semisimplicity, we have
N^mA for every maximal ideal, whence N ^Ç~](mA). The opposite inclusion
was established in the proof of (a).
We conclude this section with the following well-known property of separable

algebras.
Lemma 1.2. If A is a separable
projective is A-projective.

R-algebra,

every A-module

which is R-

Proof. A separable over R implies that the map from A ®RA° to A defined
by a®a'-+aa'
splits over A®RA°. Hence there exists 2Zxt®y¡eA®RA°
with Zx,y, = l and 2ax¡®y¡=
2Zx¡®y,a, for every aeA. For any (left)
A-modules F and M, HomR(F,M) can be considered an y4®j,^4°-module by

[(a®a')-f~\(p) = a-f(a'-p), where feHomfi(F,M) and peP. It follows that
we have a map from HomK(F,M) to Hom^(F,M) defined by/->( 2Zxi®yt)-f.
The lemma now results from consideration of the universal mapping property of
projective modules.

2. Inertial subalgebras.
Definition 2.1. Let A be a finitely generated R-algebra with radical N. A
subalgebra S of A is called an inertial subalgebra if S is a separable R-algebra
such that S + N = A.
Remark 2.2. The radical of any inertial subalgebra S of A is equal to S O N,
since A/N S (S + N)/N s Sj(Sr\N) is Jacobson semisimple, implying that
S n N 2 rad(S), whereas the opposite inclusion follows from the corollary on p.
126 of [3]. Also, since S separable implies SI(SC\N) is separable, we see that
the existence of an inertial subalgebra forces AIN to be R-separable.
Before investigating the existence of inertial subalgebras, we give a few results
on their nature when they exist.
Lemma 2.3.

Let A be a finitely generated R-algebra such that A/N is R-pro-

jective. Then, if S is an inertial subalgebra of A, S C\N = (0), so S®N = A
as R-modules.

Proof. Since S¡(S nJV)s A¡N, S/(SnN)

is R-projective. By Lemma 1.2,
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S¡(S n N) is S-projective, so there exists a left ideal TofS with S = (Sr,N)@T.
Therefore S C, N is generated by an idempotent which must be 0 since 0 is the
only idempotent in N.
Remark 2.4. Lemma 2.3 allows us to conclude that any inertial subalgebra
of an algebra over a field is isomorphic to the algebra modulo its radical.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose S' ezzS are two inertial subalgebras
generated R-algebra A and suppose that S is finitely generated

of a finitely
over R. Then

S' = S.
Proof. One observes that 5" is an inertial subalgebra of S. By Lemma 1.1(d),
radOS")= Q(mS'), whence S' + mS = 5 for every maximal ideal in of R. There-

fore S' = S by (*).
Proposition

2.6.

Let A be a commutative, finitely

Suppose S and S' are finitely generated inertial subalgebras

generated

R-algebra.

of A. Then S = S'.

Proof. Since S- S' is a ring homomorphic image of S®RS' and the tensor
product of two separable algebras is separable, S ■S' is R-separable. [2, Propositions 1.4 and 1.5, pp. 370-371.] Hence S • S' is a finitely generated inertial
subalgebra containing both £ and S', so, by Lemma 2.5, S = SS' = S'.
Corollary
2.7. Inertial subalgebras of finitely
gebras over noetherian rings are unique.

generated, commutative al-

Proposition 2.8. Let A be a finitely generated, projective,
R-algebra. Then any separable subalgebra S of A is an S-direct
A and is therefore finitely generated and projective over R. In
S is an inertial subalgebra, S is finitely generated, projective,

commutative
summand of
particular, if
and unique.

Proof. Since every 5-module which is /«¡-projective is ^-projective by Lemma
1.2, A is a finitely generated, projective, and faithful S-algebra. Hence S is an
S-direct summand of A [4, Exercise 4, p. 176]. If S is an inertial subalgebra,
uniqueness follows from Proposition 2.6.
We now turn to the question of the existence of inertial subalgebras in commutative algebras of a fairly general type. The setting is this: A is a commutative,
faithful R-algebra possessing a finite group G of automorphisms with Ac = R,
where AG= {aeA\o(a)
= a, VaeG}. We call A a (G,R)-algebra.
We remark
that if, in addition, A is /»¡-separable, A is called a Galois extension of R [7, p.
20]. Such extensions have been thoroughly treated in [7]. However, our concern
is with the case that A is not necessarily separable. The first corollary to our
first theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an
inertial subalgebra in a connected, finitely generated (G,R)-algebra A.
Let m be any maximal ideal of R and let M be any maximal ideal of A lying

over m, i.e. M n R = m. We set
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DM = [a e G | a(M) = M} (the decomposition group of M), and
TM = {a e G | aia) —aeM,

VaeA} (the inertia group of M).

It is easily checked that TMis a normal subgroup of DM. It is also clear that A/M
can be considered as a field extension of R/rrt on which DM¡TMacts as a faithful
group of R/m-automorphisms
in a natural way.
The proof of the following lemma can be found in [5, p. 42].

Lemma 2.9. Let A be a iG,R)-algebra.
(a) For any two maximal ideals M, M' of A lying over the same tnaximal
ideal m ofR, there exists an element a of G with <r(M) = M'.
(b) If M is a maximal ideal of A lying over m in R, A¡M is a normal algebraic field extension of R/rrt whose full group of automorphisms is canonically isomorphic to DM/TM.

We can now tackle
Theorem 2.10. Let A be a finitely generated, connected iG,R)-algebra.
(a) If we denote by U the smallest subgroup of G containing TM,for every
maximal ideal M of A, then S* = Av is Galois over R with group G/U. Moreover, if S is any R-separable subalgebra of A,S S S*.
(b) Suppose A/N is R-separable. If we denote the intersection of all the TM

by I, then S* = A1 has the property that S* + N = A. Moreover, if S is any
subalgebra
of A such that
VseS}, we have Tçz /.

Proof,

S+N

= A,

then,

setting

T= {aeG\ais)

= s,

(a) For any maximal ideal M of A, let gRCM)(resp. gs,iM) > SAS* HM))

denote the number of maximal ideals of A (resp. A, Sf) lying over R n M (resp.

S*r,M,Rr,M).
By Lemma 2.9(a), gR(M) = [G:/)M], and by Lemma 2.9(b),
\Pm'-Tm\ =[A¡M:R¡(RnMy]s
= separable degree of A/M over R/(Rr.M).
Hence | G| = [G:DM] • [DM:TM] • | TM| = gR(M) ■[A¡M:R¡(R nM)]s-|rM|.
Considering A as a (U,Sf)-algebra and noting that {oe U\o(a) —aeM,VaeA}
= TM since TM^U, we have in a similar fashion that \U\=gSt(M)-[A/M:

SJiSt n M)]s • | TMI. But gRiM)= gs,iM) ■gRiS* n M) and [A/M : R¡iR O Ai)],

= [A/M-.SJiS* OM)]s ■ISJS* OM):R/(R OM)]s, so
(I)

[G : ¡7] = gRiS*n M) •ÍSJiSt O Ai): R¡iR n Af)],.

It is easily seen that U is a normal subgroup of G, so we may apply Lemma
2.9 to the (G/t/,Z»:)-algebra S* to obtain

(II)

|G/U| - [G: 17] = ft-OS;n Af)• [SJ(S, nM): R/iR nM)]s •| T¿|

where T^ = {crU"e G¡U\ ais) - s e S* n M, Vse S*}. It follows from (I) and (II)
that | TM| = 1, so by Theorem 1.3, p. 18 of [7], 5# is Galois over R with group
G¡U.
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* Now suppose S is any R-separable subalgebra of A. For every a e G, o(S)
is an R-separable subalgebra. As in the proof of Proposition 2.6, we see that the
product S' of all the images of 5 under G is an R-separable subalgebra.
Moreover S" is normal in the sense that cr(S') = S' for every aeG,
whence
T' = {creG\cj(s) = s,VseS'}
is normal in G. Therefore S' is Galois over R

with group GjT', so by Theorem 1.3 of [7], {aeG\a(s)

-seP,

MseS'} = T,

for every maximal ideal P of S'. Setting T = {o e G j o(s) = s, VseS},

we have

T 2 T' 2 17, so SS S,. This concludes the proof of (a).
(b)

Assume AjN is R-separable. Consider the (I, S*)-algebra A. For any maxi-

mal ideal M of A, define D^ = {oel\a(M) = M} and TÜ = {ael\a(a) -aeM,
VaeA}. It follows from Lemma 2.9(b) that D^jT^ is the full group of automorphisms of A/M over S*¡(S* CiM). But, by definition of /, D"M= T£ = /.
Moreover, A/N separable over R implies A/M is separable over S*/S* D M).
Therefore A/M is a Galois extension of S*J(S* O M) whose Galois group is the
identity, so S*¡(S* C\M) = A/M under the natural map, or equivalently,

(III)

S* + M = A for every maximal ideal M of A.

It follows immediately from Lemma 2.9(a) and the fact that / £ DM that

(IV)

M is the only maximal ideal of A lying over S* T\M.

We now show that S* + N = A. By (*), it suffices to show that, for every
maximal ideal m of R, S* + N + mA = A. Let Jm denote the intersection of
the maximal ideals of A lying over m. ^4/m^4is an algebra over R/nt whose radical

is JmlmA. Since ^l/(m^4+ JV) is a homomorphic image of A/N, AI(mA + N)
is R/m-separable, so it is Jacobson semisimple. Therefore rrt/1 + N 2 Jm. The
opposite inclusion clearly obtains, so

(V)

mA + N = Jm.

It is apparent that Jm is the intersection of a finite number of maximal ideals

of A, call them My,---,Mn. Therefore, by (III) and (IV), we have

S*I(S*nJJ s S*I(S*nMy).® ■■■
® S*I(S*OM„) s A¡My®-®AlMn^A¡Jm,
so S* + Jm= A. It now follows from (V) that S* + N + mA = A. This proves

that 5„ + N = A.
Finally suppose S is an R-subalgebra with S + N = A. Then every a e A is
expressible as a = s + n for some seS, neN.
Setting T= {cjeG\o-(s) = s,
Vs e S], we have c(a) — a = o(n) —neN, for every a e T. Hence Tei
and
the theorem is proved.
Corollary
2.11. Let A be a finitely generated,
Then the following are equivalent:
(a) A contains an inertial subalgebra S.

connected (G,R)-algebra.

(b)
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A/N is R-separable

and TM = TM,for any two maximal

ideals M and

M' of A.
If (a) and (b) hold, denoting the common inertia group by T, we have S = AT
and S is a Galois extension ofR with group GjT. Hence S is finitely generated,
projective, and is the unique inertial subalgebra of A.

Proof. Clearly if S is an inertial subalgebra of A and T = {a e G | o(s) = s,
Vse S}, the theorem yields T £ / £ U £ T, so TM= TM<for every two maximal
ideals M and M' of A. Since the existence of an inertial subalgebra in general
implies that AjN is separable, we have proved that (a) implies (b).
It follows immediately from the theorem that if A/N is separable and TM = TM>
for every M,M', S* =S* = AT is an inertial subalgebra.
Finally Theorem 2.10(a) combined with Lemma 2.5 shows uniqueness of inertial subalgebras. That S = AT is finitely generated and projective follows from
the properties of a Galois extension [7, Theorem 1.3, p. 18].
Corollary
2.12. Let Abe a connected (G,R)-algebra.
There exists a oneone correspondence (the usual) between the R-separable subalgebras of A and
the subgroups of G containing U.

Proof. Careful examination of the proof of Theorem 2.10(a) reveals that the
hypothesis that A be finitely generated over R is not necessary. The corollary
now follows from the Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory [7, Theorem

2.3, p. 24].
Remark 2.13. We note for later use that in Corollary 2.11 (a) implies (b)
under the slightly more general assumption that Aa 2 R. For if S is an R-inertial
subalgebra, A°-S is an .4G-inertial subalgebra [2, Propositions 1.4 and 1.5,
pp. 370-371]. Then applying the theorem to A considered as a (G,^G)-algebra,
we see that TM= TM>for any two maximal ideals M and M' of A.
Next we generalize Corollary 2.11 by assuming only that R, rather than A,
is connected. We decompose A into an ideal direct sum of rings, each connected,
and then apply Corollary 2.11 to each of these summands. The key to the decomposition is the following lemma.
Notation: For any idempotent e of A, set He = {o-eG|o"(e) = e}.
Lemma 2.14. Let A be a finitely generated (G,R)-algebra
Then A contains a primitive idempotent.

with R connected.

Proof. For any maximal ideal m of R, A\mA contains only a finite number
of idempotents because it is a finite-dimensional algebra over a field. Hence
there exists an idempotent e in A such that for any idempotent e' of A with
ee' = e', either ë' = Ö or ë' = ë in AjvaA. To prove that e is primitive, it suffices
therefore to show that 0 is the only idempotent in mA.
Suppose/' is a nonzero idempotent of mA. By (*),mA # A, so /' is not a
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unit. It follows that J\a « g °~if), being an idempotent in R, equals 0. Let n
be the largest integer such that there exist n distinct elements ax, ■■-,a„in G with
[\ ",= y a,if) ^ 0. Call this latter product /. By the choice of n, f is a nonzero
idempotent in mA such that the distinct images of f under G are pairwise orthogonal. Hence, writing G = 7iyHf(jn2Hj.\j
■■■
\j nmHf (disjoint with ity equal
to the identity of G), we have Z7= i n,(f) is a nonzero idempotent of R and hence
equals 1. But, since mA is invariant (as a set) under G ,fe mA implies
Y.n,(f) = lemA,
a contradiction.
Theorem 2.15. Let A be a finitely generated (G,R)-algebra with R connected.
Then the following are equivalent:
(a) A contains an inertial subalgebra S.
(b) A/N is R-separable and TM = TM- whenever M and M' are maximal
ideals of A excluding the same primitive idempotent.
In the event that (a) and (b) hold, denoting the common inertia group of the
maximal ideals of A not containing the primitive idempotent e by Te, we have
that (Ae)T° is a Galois extension of Re with group HJTe, and S = © Y.(Ae)T",
where the summation runs over the primitive idetnpotents e of A. Finally, S
is finitely generated, projective, and unique.

Proof.

Let e be any primitive idempotent of A, the existence of which is

guaranteed by the preceding lemma. Writing G = OyHe\j •••\j anHe (disjoint
with a y equal to the identity of G), we see that each a,(e) is a primitive idempotent,
Z"= i a,(e) = 1, and, if e' is a primitive idempotent, e' = a,(e) for some i. Hence
A is the direct sum of the ideals generated by its primitive idempotents.
We now consider the finitely generated, commutative, faithful .Re-algebra
Ae. Clearly Ae is connected. Moreover, He is a finite group of Re-automorphisms
of Ae. Suppose aee(Ae)u'.
Since
a,(e)e = 0 for /#1,
2Zn,
= yO,(ae)e
= E"= y a,(a)a,(e)e = ae. But I"= y a,(ae) eR,soaeeRe.
Therefore (Ae)"' = Re,
so Ae is a finitely generated, connected (He,Re)-algebra.

Let AÍ be a maximal ideal of A. Since M is a prime ideal and the product of
any two distinct primitive idempotents is 0, we see that M contains all but one
of the primitive idempotents. Therefore the maximal ideals of Ae are of the form
Me where Misa
maximal ideal of A not containing e. In this situation, set
TMe= {a e He \ a(ae) — ae e Me, VaeA}. For any a e TM, we have a(e) — e e M,
so both e and a(e) are primitive idempotents lying outside M. Therefore a(e) = e
and TMÇ TMe. Conversely, aeTMe implies a(ae) — ae = (a(a)— a)eeMe,MaeA.
Therefore, since M is prime and e i M, a(a) —a e M, Va 6 A, so a e TM. We have
established that, for every primitive idempotent e and every maximal ideal M

of A excluding e,
(VI)

TM = TMe.

Proof that (a) implies (b). Suppose S is an inertial subalgebra of A. Then,
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since Ne = tad (Ae) and Se is separable over Re, Se is an Re-inertial subalgebra
of Ae. Applying (VI) and Corollary 2.11 to Ae, we have that TM= TMe= TM-e= TM'
for any two maximal ideals M and M' of A not containing e. As usual, the existence of S implies A/N is separable.
(b) implies (a). Corollary 2.11 implies that Ae contains a unique Re-inertial subalgebra (^4e)T*which is Galois over Re with group He¡Te. Hence (Ae)T'is separable,
projective, and finitely generated over Re. But, since the sum of the distinct
images of e under G is 1, re = 0 only if r = 0, for every reR. Therefore, R is
isomorphic to Re, whence each (Ae)r' is separable, projective and finitely generated over R. It follows that S = ® ~L(Ae)r' is an inertial subalgebra of A
which is finitely generated and projective.
Finally let 5" be any other inertial subalgebra. By the uniqueness assertion of
Corollary 2.11, S'e = Se = (Ae)1' for every primitive idempotent e, from which
it follows that S' £ S. Since S is finitely generated over R, we conclude from

Lemma 2.5 that S' = S.
3. Inertial coefficient rings.
Definition 3.1. A commutative ring R is called an inertial coefficient ring
(or IC-ring) if every finitely generated R-algebra A such that AIN is R-separable
contains an inertial subalgebra. We say that the uniqueness statement holds for
R if, for any two inertial subalgebras S and S' of a finitely generated R-algebra
A, there exists an element n in N such that (1 — n)S(l — n)~l = S".
We begin by giving some formal properties of inertial coefficient rings.

Proposition

3.2. If Ry and R2 are IC-rings, then R=Ry@R2

The uniqueness statement

is an IC-ring.

holds for R if it holds for both Ry and R2.

Proof. Any R-algebra A is naturally the direct sum of an R-algebra Ay and
an R2-algebra A2. The direct sum of an inertial subalgebra of Ay with an inertial
subalgebra of ^42 is clearly an inertial subalgebra of A. The proposition now
follows in an obvious manner.

Proposition 3.3. If R is an IC-ring, then any separable, finitely generated,
commutative R-algebra R' is an IC-ring. If the uniqueness statement holds for

R, it holds for R'.
Proof. Let A be a finitely generated R'-algebra with A/N separable over R'.
We must show that A contains an R'-inertial subalgebra. Clearly A is a finitely
generated R-algebra in a natural way. By the proof of Theorem 2.3, p. 374 of [2],
separability is transitive, so A/N is R-separable. Therefore, since R is an /C-ring,
A contains an R-inertial sublagebra S. But R'-l is contained in the center of
A, so R' • S is a ring homomorphic image of R'®RS. Hence R' • S is R'-separable
[2, Propositions 1.4 and 1.5, pp. 370-371], and is therefore an R'-inertial subalgebra. Again using the transitivity of separability, we see that any R'-inertial
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subalgebra is an R-inertial subalgebra. Hence, if the uniqueness statement holds

for R, it holds for R'.
Corollary
3.4. If R is an IC-ring and R' is a ring homomorphic image
of R, then R' is an IC-ring. Moreover, if the uniqueness statement holds for

R, it holds for R'.
Let R be a (not necessarily noetherian) local ring with maximal ideal m. For
fe R[x], denote by / that element of (R/in) [x] obtained by replacing the coefficients of / by their residues modulo m. A local ring is called a Hensel ring
[12, p. 103] if, for every monic polynomial /eR[x]
such that f=g0h0
in
(R/nt)[x], where g0 and h0 ate monic and relatively prime, there exist monic

polynomials g and h in R[x] vjithf=gh,

g=g0 and h=h0. In 1951 G. Azumaya

proved in [3] that every Hensel ring is an /C-ring for which the uniqueness state-

ment holds.
Remark 3.5. It is well known that every (noetherian) complete semilocal
ring is a finite direct sum of complete local rings [14, Corollary 2, p. 283] and
that every complete local ring is a Hensel ring [12, (30.3), p. 104]. Hence, by
Proposition 3.2 and Azumaya's result, every complete semilocal ring is an /C-ring
for which the uniqueness statement holds. In particular, every finite commutative
ring is such a ring.
We now set out to prove that certain commutative rings are ZC-rings only
if they are Hensel rings.
Theorem

3.6.

Let R be a noetherian,

connected, semilocal

ring. Then, if

R is an IC-ring, R is local.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Under the assumption that R contains
more than one maximal ideal, we construct a finitely generated, connected
(G^'O-algebra A having the property that A/N is separable but containing two
maximal ideals whose inertia groups differ. Applying Corollary 2.11, we can
then assert that A contains no inertial subalgebra, so R is not an /C-ring.
In order to construct the required extensions, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.7. Let R be a connected, noetherian ring. Suppose that a and b
are proper ideals ofR such that a $ b. Let n be any positive integer. Then there
exists an element a in R such that a is not a unit of R,a$b,
and r ^¡=a
for every reR. Moreover, if a is an intersection of prime ideals, a can be chosen

in a.
Proof. Since a^b, there exists aye a with ayfb. Supposing the conclusion
of the lemma false, we can construct a sequence {a,} suchthat a" = a(-u i=2,3,---.
Then letting (a,) denote the principal ideal generated by a¡, we have (a y) s (a2) s •••
so there exists an integer i such that (a¡) = (a^y) = (a¡) = (a¡)n. But by (*) and
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the fact that R is connected, we have that (a)2 ^ (a) unless (a) = (0) or (a,) = R.
This contradicts the choice of a,. Finally, it is clear that if a is an intersection

of prime ideals, a, e a.
Lemma 3.8 (G. J. Janusz).
Let R be a connected ring. Let A = R[x]/(/(x))
where f(x) is a monic polynomial containing no roots in R. Then A contains
no rank 1 idempotents; that is, there exists no idempotent eeA such that Ae
is rank one projective over R.
Proof. Suppose Ae is projective of rank 1 over R for some idempotent e.
Since R is connected, we have by (*) and [1, Theorem A.2(d), p. 21] that Ae is
faithful over R, whence Ae = Re. Therefore, if we denote the image of x in A
by x, xe = re for some reR. It follows that 0 =f(x)e =f(r)e,
so f(r) = 0.
This contradicts the assumption that R contains no root of/(x).
Corollary

3.9.

In Lemma 3.8 iff(x)

is of degree ^ 3, A is connected.

Lemma 3.10. Let R be a connected noetherian ring such that 2 = 1 + 1 erad(R).
Then there exists a separable, finitely generated, commutative R-algebra R'
containing a primitive cube root y of I. Moreover, R' can be chosen to be con-

nected. Finally 1 —y is a unit in R'.
Proof. We shall show that y can be taken to be a root of x2 4- x + 1 in R'.
Assuming this, we see that (1 —y)y = 2y + 1 is a unit in R', since 2erad(R')
by Lemma 1.1(a). Hence 1 —y is a unit. It is now clear that if R contains a root
of x2 + x 4- 1, we can take R= R'.
Assume therefore that x2 + x + 1 does not have a root in R. Set
R[x]
(x2 + X + 1)

By Corollary 3.9, R' is connected. Clearly R' is finitely generated over R. Furthermore, R' is a homomorphic image of R[x]/(x3 — 1) which is the group ring of
the cyclic group of order 3 over R. But 3 is a unit since 2 e rad(R), so it follows
from Theorem 4.7, p. 379 of [2] and Maschke's Theorem that this group ring
and hence R' are R-separable. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We now prove the theorem. We treat two cases: (1) 2£rad(R); (2) 2erad(R).
Case 1. 2£rad(R).
Let m be a maximal ideal of R with 2£m. Suppose R
contains another maximal ideal m'^rrt.
Let a be the intersection of all the
maximal ideals of R not equal to m. Since R is semilocal, a $m, so by Lemma
3.7, there exists aea such that a^m and r2 ^ a, for every reR.
Set

A = R[x]/(x2 —a). By Corollary 3.9, A is connected. Letting My,---,M„ be
the maximal ideals of A, we have A¡N^ A¡My © ••■®A¡Mn, where A/M, is
a field extension of degree 1 or 2 over R¡(R C.M,), i = !,-••, n. We observe that,
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by the choice of a, either the characteristic of R¡(R CtM¡) is not equal to 2 or
A/M i is isomorphic to R/(R n M¡). In either case, AjMi is separable over
R/(R nM,), i = 1, •••,», so AjN is separable over R.
By the choice of a, we can view A as the free R-module R • u ® R • 1 where
u2 = a. One can check that o : (ru + s) -> ( — ru + s) is an automorphism of A
of order 2. If we let G denote the group of automorphisms made up of a and the
identity, we have AC"^.R. Now let M (resp. M') be a maximal ideal of A lying
over m (resp. m'). Clearly u2 = aem' implies ueM' implies —2rueM'
for
every r e R, so, letting a = ru + s be a general element of A, we have
a(a) — a = —2ru e M'. Hence TM-= G. On the other hand, u2 = a £m means
u$M, so 2u$M since 2 £ m. Therefore ct(m)- u$M, whence TM^G. Taking
Remark 2.13 into account, we can apply Corollary 2.11 to conclude that, under
the assumption of Case 1, A contains no inertial subalgebra, so R is not an /C-ring.
Case 2. 2erad(R).
By Lemma 3.10 and Proposition 3.3, we can assume
that R contains a root y of x2 + x + 1. As in Case 1, we suppose that R contains
at least two distinct maximal ideals m and m'. By Lemma 3.7, there exists a em'
with a^m and r3#a,
for every reR. Set A = R[x]/(x3 — a). As above, A
is connected. We can identify A with the free R-module Ru2 ®R-u ®R-1
with u3 = a. One checks that the map a from A to A induced by u -*yu is an
automorphism which generates a group G of order 3. Clearly ^4C2R.
We need to show that A/N is separable. It is not difficult to see that, for any

maximal ideal M of A, A¡(R n M)A is isomorphic to RI(R C\M), to
R/(R n AÍ) © RI(R CiM)® R¡(R C\M), or to a 3-dimensional field extension
of R n M according as x3 — ä equals x3, is the product of 3 distinct linear factors,
or is irreducible, where x3 — ä is the image of x3 — a in (R¡(R n M)) [x]. (Since
R/(B n M) contains a primitive cube root of 1, these are the only possibilities.)
In each case, A/M is separable over R/(R OAf), so A/N is separable over R.
Again as in Case 1, we need only to find two unequal inertia groups to prove
that R is not an /C-ring. Let M (resp. M') be a maximal ideal of A lying over m
(resp. m'). For any a = ru2 + su + t in A, a(a) — a =(y2 — l)ru2 + (y — T)su
— [(y + l)ru + s](y — l)u ■ Therefore, since n3 = a em' implies ueM',
a(a) —
aeM',
for every aeA. Consequently TM>= G. However, u3 = a^m means
u$M,
so cr(u) — u =(y — l)u£M
since y —1 is a unit. Hence cr<£TM and
TMt¿ TM-. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.6.
We next consider a non-Henselian local ring R with maximal ideal m. Since
R is not a Hensel ring, R[x] contains a monic polynomial/such
that /= g0h0,
where g0 and h0 ate relatively prime monic polynomials of positive degree in
(R/m) [x], but such that there do not exist monic polynomials g and h in R[x]

with/=

gh, g = g0, and h = h0. Let J denote the set of all such polynomials

/in R[x]. It is a straightforward exercise to verify that an element/of J of minimal degree does not factor into the product of two monic polynomials, each of
positive degree.
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Theorem 3.11. Let R be a noetherian local ring such that either R has a
perfect residue class field or R is an integrally closed domain. Then, if R is an

IC-ring,

R is a Hensel ring.

Proof. We assume that R is both non-Henselian and an IC-ring and proceed
to a contradiction.
First we consider the case that the residue class field R/m of R is perfect. Let
/be an element of J of minimal degree. Set A= R[x]/(/). It is known [12,(43.14),
p. 184] that the irreducibility off guarantees that A is connected. It is clear that
A is a finitely generated, semilocal R-algebra. Therefore A¡N is the direct sum
of the residue class fields of A, each of which is separable over R/m since R/m
is perfect. Hence AjN is R-separable. It follows from the assumption that R
is an IC-ring that A contains an inertial subalgebra S. Since R is noetherian, S
is finitely generated, so 5" is an IC-ring by Proposition 3.3. Hence, by Theorem
3.6, 5 is local. We show that this is impossible. Since feJ, f= g0h0 -where g0
and h0 are monic, relatively prime, and of positive degree. Hence

(¿To)

iho)

By looking at the inverse images of these direct summands under the natural
homomorphism of A onto A¡mA, we see that A contains more than one maximal
ideal. Since every maximal ideal of S comes by intersection from a maximal
ideal of A (A is integral over S), and since S/rad(S) ~ A/N by Remark 2.2, we
see that 5 contains precisely the same number of maximal ideals as does A and
is therefore not local. This is the desired contradiction.
Now consider the case that R is an integrally closed local domain. By (43.2),
p. 179 of [12], there exists, under the assumption that R is non-Henselian, a
monic polynomial f(x) = xr + dxx'~l + ■•■+ dr over R such that d¡ £m and
d2,---,drem
but such that/(x)
has no linear factor of the form x + b with
b — dy em. It is not difficult to show that, if we choose/(x) of minimal degree
among those polynomials having this property, f(x) is monically irreducible.
Hence, setting A = R[x]/(/), we have as above that A is connected. Moreover,
since f(x) = xr_1(x - df), A/N S R/m ©R/m is R-separable. Therefore we can
proceed to a contradiction exactly as in the case that R/m is perfect.

Corollary
3.12. Let R be a semi-local, noetherian ring such that either
(i) all residue class fields ofR are perfect, or, (i¡) R is an integrally closed domain.
Then R is an IC-ring if and only if R is a finite direct sum of Hensel rings.
Proof. By Azumaya's result [3, pp. 145-146] and Proposition 3.2, a finite
direct sum of Hensel rings is an IC-ring. Since any noetherian ring can be written
as a finite direct sum of connected rings, the converse follows from Theorems

3.6 and 3.11.
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Example. It is now apparent that there are many commutative rings which
are not IC-rings. For example, the localization of the ring of rational integers
over any prime p is an integrally closed, noetherian, local domain which is not
a Hensel ring, since x2 + x + p is irreducible over the integers but factors into
x(x + 1) modulo p. It is interesting to note that this is an example of a ring
which is not an IC-ring but such that every proper homomorphic image is. [See

Remark 3.5.]
To conclude this paper, we determine exactly which Dedekind domains are
/C-rings. In particular, we show that every Dedekind domain with zero radical
(e.g., the rational integers) is an IC-ring for which the uniqueness statement
holds. This result indicates that the semilocal requirement in Corollary 3.12
can not in general be removed.
We begin our discussion with the following generalization of the Wedderburn-

Malcev Theorem.
Theorem 3.13. Let A be a finitely generated R-algebra such that AfN is
separable and projective over R. In addition, suppose that p|¡ti TVf=(0) and
that A is complete in its N-topology. Then A contains an inertial subalgebra S.
Moreover S is determined up to inner automorphisms generated by elements

of the form 1 —n, n e N.
Proof. Since A/N is separable, HR(A/N, 10 = 0 for every two-sided ^/TVmodule U [6, Chapter IX, p. 176]. Also A/N projective over R implies that TV
is an R-direct summand of A. Therefore we can follow the Hochschi Id-Curtis
methods [8] and [10] exactly as they appear in [8, p. 81] to prove the existence
of an inertial subalgebra S. By Lemma 2.3, any interial subalgebra S of A has
the property that S r\N = (0), so again following Curtis [8], we get the uniqueness
statement.
For any module U over an integral domain R, we denote the torsion part of

U by UT; i.e., UT = {ueU]ru = 0 for some r =£0 in R}. It is evident that if A
is an algebra over an integral domain, AT is a two-sided ideal of A.
The author gratefully acknowledges that the essential points of the following
proof are due to G. J. Janusz.
Proposition 3.14. Let S be a finitely generated, separable R-algebra, where
R is a Dedekind domain. Then there exists a two-sided ideal SP of S with
S=SP®ST.

Proof. By Theorem 2.3, p. 374 of [2], S is separable over C and C is separable
over R, where C denotes the center of S. Since C is finitely generated as an R-module, it follows that C/CT is finitely generated and torsion-free, hence R-projective.
Therefore, since every C-module which is R-projective is C-projective, the map
C -* C¡CT C-splits, implying the existence of an ideal CP of C with C = CP © CT.
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Let eP and eT be idempotents in C with CeP = CP and CeT = CT. Clearly SeT ^ ST.
By Proposition 1.4, p. 370 of [2], Sep is central separable over CeP = CP, and, since
CP is torsion-free, the one-one correspondence between ideals of CP and the twosided ideals of SeP [2, Corollary 3.2, p. 375] gives us that Sep is torsion-free. It
follows easily that ST = SeT, so taking SP = SeP, we have S = SP® ST.

Proposition 3.15. Let A be a finitely generated R-algebra, where R is a
Dedekind domain with rad(B) = (0). Then the radical N of A is nilpotent.
Proof. A/AT is a finitely generated, torsion-free R-algebra and hence is projective. Therefore, by Lemma 1.1(b) and (c), there exists a positive integer n

such that [tad(A¡AT)Y=tad(R)-(AIAT) = (0). Since (N + AT)¡AT<=tad(A/AT),
we see that N"^AT. Because AT is a finitely generated torsion module over
R, it is seen that a = annihR(AT) is a nonzero ideal of R. Hence AT is a finitely
generated R/a-module. Clearly unique factorization of ideals implies that R/u
has only a finite number of ideals, whence AT has the descending chain condition on submodules. Therefore N" ç= AT implies that there exists an integer m
with (Nn)m = (N")m+i. It now follows from Nakayama's

lemma that N is nil-

potent.
Theorem 3.16. Every Dedekind domain
or which the uniqueness statement holds.

with zero radical

is an IC-ring

Proof. Let R be a Dedekind domain with rad(R) = (0). Suppose A is a
finitely generated R-algebra such that A¡N is R-separable. By Proposition

3.14, there exist central idempotents ëP and ëT in A/N such that (A/N)ëT = QA¡N)T
(AlN)eP = (A¡N)P is R-projective, and l=ëT + ëP. From Proposition 3.15, JV
is nilpotent, so there exist orthogonal idempotents eT and eP in A with eT + eP= 1
and ¡p(eT)= ëT, ip(eP) = ëP, where ip is the natural homomorphism of A onto

AjN. [11, Proposition 5, p. 54.]
We wish to consider the rings eTAeT and ePAeP. If we denote by \pT the homomorphism of eTAeT onto (A¡N)eT induced by restriction from ip, we have by
Proposition 1, page 48 of [11] that ketnel(tpT) = tad(eTAeT) = eTNeT. The
analogous statement holds for ePAeP.
Consider eTAeT. Since eTe(A¡N)T and ip(eT)= ëT, there exists an element
r # 0 in R with reTeN. But N" = (0) for some integer n, so (reT)"= rneT = 0.
Hence eT e AT and eTAeT £ AT. We can therefore consider eTAeT as a finitely
generated R/a-algebra where a = annih^j-) ^ (0). Moreover, eTAeT modulo its

radical is isomorphic to (A¡N)eT which is R/a-separable, since A'N is R-separable.
Again by unique factorization of ideals, R/a is a semilocal ring with nilpotent
radical and so is a complete semilocal ring. It follows by Remarks 3.5 that R/a
is an JC-ring, so eTAeT contains an inertial subalgebra ST.
Next consider ePAeP. It is a finitely generated R-algebra with nilpotent radical.
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Furthermore, it modulo its radical is isomorphic to (A/N)P, which is separable
and projective over R. Applying Theorem 3.13, we conclude that ePAeP contains
an inertial subalgebra SP.
One can now easily check that S = SP + ST is an inertial subalgebra of A.
It only remains to show that the uniqueness statement holds for R. Suppose
5 and S' are two inertial subalgebras of A . By Proposition 3.14, there exist idempotents eT, eP in S, and e'T, e'P in 5" with SeT = ST, S'e'T = S? and both SP = SeP
and S'p = S'e'P projective over R. Since, by Lemma 1.1(c) and (d)), rad(SP)
= rad(5p) = (0), the natural map \p of A onto A/N restricted to SP (resp. S'P)
is an isomorphism of SP (resp. S'P) onto (A/N)P. Therefore, following exactly
the uniqueness arguments in Theorem 1, p. 81 of [8], we can conclude that there
exists an element neN such that

(VII)

il-n)SPil-n)-1

= S'P.

One checks that (1 — n)eT(l — n)~l = eT', so (1 — n)ST(l — n) _1 and 5^ are
both inertial subalgebras of e'TAe'T. Since the uniqueness statement holds for
R/a, we see that there exists n'ee'TNe'T = rad(ejAef) such that

(VIII)

(1 - n')(l - n)ST(l - n)-\l

- n')"1 = Sj.

Finally, because (1 — n')_1 is of the form (1 — n") for some n"ee-¡-Ne'T, and
e'T and e'P are orthogonal, SP remains invariant under the inner automorphism

induced

by (1 - n'). Therefore, from (VII) and (VIII), [(1 - n')(l - n)]

S[(l — n')(l — n)]_1 =5",

which proves that the uniqueness statement holds

for R.
Corollary

3.17. Let R be a Dedekind domain. Then R is an IC-ring for

which the uniqueness

statement

holds if and only if R is a Hensel

ring or

rad(R) = (0).
Proof. Aside from fields, the Dedekind domains with zero radical are just
those containing an infinite number of maximal ideals. Hence, if R has a nonzero
radical, R is semilocal and we can apply Corollary 3.12, recalling that every Dedekind domain is integrally closed.
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